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Let’s go to the
Theater
One of the nicest parts of belonging to our ‘T’ Club is the gathering of members to enjoy each other’s company. When our Wisconsin weather doesn’t permit us to drive our T’s, you can find us socializing at other
events. You can bet old man winter came along with us on Sunday, March 8th, bringing along his bag of
flaky weather, rain, followed by sleet and then plenty of snow.
Fourteen members braved these elements to get to the theater to see ‘Same Time Next Year’. We couldn’t
believe how many seniors citizens enjoyed this play with a slightly risqué plot. Just goes to show, these is a
little bit of naughty in all of us.
Dave & Jean had to leave for home after the play so Dave could
get some sleep before driving back to Milwaukee for work. The rest
of us headed to Baker’s Square to partake in one of our favorite past
times ‘EATING’. Ross wasn’t disappointed as his banana cream pie
was available. Evelyn teased him by telling him, she got the last
piece. Thank goodness she was only kidding or we would have witnessed a broken heart. Believe it or not, Maynard actually ate a half
of sandwich before dessert. Carol certainly must have magical powers to pull that off. However, we did have a dessert King for the day
with multiple dessert, Gary, but who is counting? (go to page 9)
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Rebuilding a 1926 Rear Axle
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Part 3
3]— Editor’s Message —- Try our new web
site for the Greater Milwaukee Model T Club

4]— Model ‘T’ Garage —- Progress is being
made on Kevin’s engine, plus other projects

6]— I did it, So can you! —- Rebuilding rear
axle Part 3 —- Inspection of parts & making a list.

9]— New Web Site —- Instructions on how to
use our new site, take a look.

10]— Magna Flux —- What is it? We’ve done it
at the Model T Garage.
12]— Denali 2009 —- Dan Coslic’s climb for
Alzheimer’s.
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